One Thing Led
to the Next
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The Real History of TTYs
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In the history of deaf people, few events have had such significance as
the development of a special type of acoustic coupler by Robert Weitbrecht, a
deaf scientist, in 1964. This device, used with a teletypewriter (TrY),
enabled deaf people to communicate by telephone. The telephone had been a
fonnidable--and ironic--social and cultural obstacle for the deaf since its
invention by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876.lronic, because Bell was a
teaclier of theoeafby vocation. Hismv-efition forever
.
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no less than amiracIe.
--::=;:::..~The first T1Y s equipped for use by deaf people .
had little effect on deaf life, however. The machines
were extremely large and heavy and limited in supply. In
1968, the entire network of TrY s in use consisted of just 25 machines.
During the next few years, this number steadily increased as Western Union,
American Telephone and Telegraph, and other businesses donated secondhand teletypewriters to the deaf community for conversion to phone use. But
only a handful of private firms and public agencies obtained the TTY s, and so
their practical value remained largely limited to personal calls between the
few deaf people who owned them.
During the early 1970's, technological advancements led to the
development of a new generation of phone machines for deaf and hearing. impaired people. The massive, dishwasher-sized ITYs gave way to smaller,
• -lighter machines that produced messages on an electronic display screen.
Technically.fhese new machines were not teletypewriters. They became
knownmoreproperly
as TDDs--telecommunication devices for the deaf.
However; many deaf people preferred to call them TTY s, a usage still
common today. The first of these new machines were expensive and many
people-could not afford to buy them. In 1974, only about 7,000 TTYs(I1)Ds
were in use worldwide. And only a small percentage were found in places
other than deaf homes.
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Gradually, this situation began to change. New,
more portable TDDs were developed, including
"pocket-sized" models. As TDDs shrank in size, so
did their price. Each year, record numbers of deaf
and hearing-impaired people purchased TDDs. More
importantly, numerous government offices and
private businesses obtaiITeli-rl're-mac-hirre-s~ln-'1Tany
urban areas, TDD message-relay services were
- --=-~-=establ1Shed,_enablingdeaLp_eopre
to-use tfiephone
to contact hearing people who did not have TDDs.
Meanwhile, a sizable vocabulary of TDD abbreviations had come into
standard use to speed the slow, sometimes lengthy TDD conversations. For
example, TDD users type the letters U and R to say "you are;" CUD and CUZ
-- ==stand-=fol' ~cou-l~cl~eeatl-se~-e-ether-abbrev-i-atiens--GA-anaSK----s€rve-as~traffic-cQntrollers"-of=--TDD-cans:-(j~-smnd-s-for---:"go(f}re-ad"
-a-nd
-indicates to the other caller that it is his or her turn to type a message. SK,
--wliiclfffieahs- "send kill" or "stop keying," is.usedtoend a conversation.
During the 1980's, TDDs have come of age.' The machines have
-be-come increasingly- sophisticated-as models- with -eemputer-eempatibility,
multiple memory features, automatic answering, and signaling systems have
beenintroduced, Minimodels--easily portable TDDs with full keyboards-.,-----hav-e-beeome-t-remendeu-s-ly-pepular-;-M-an-y-fie-aFing-peeple--have--oou-ght
such
TDDs to put them in touch with deaf friends.
GovemmentIegislation also has stimulated
the growth of TDDs. Today, a growing number
of states provide TDDs free to deaf residents
and several states have established state-wide
message-relay services. In 1988, about 500,000
TrY s were in use throughout the United States,
Canada, and other countries. They can be found
in many police stations, hospitals, libraries,
government office, schools, stores, travel agencies,
and a wide variety of other locations. Their
continued rapid growth seems assured.
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